LIFE OF VIJAYKRISHNA
overpowers our vision, and hence the fiery furnace ot the
midday sun is respected with a feeling of awe and rever-
ence and not loved and enjoyed like the first red rays
in the silent morning hours. The same is true of our
experience, when we try to realize the perennial sportive-
ness of God in creation. The URadan Maya Sakti of
Bhagavan, to which are ascribed the causality of creation
and Sustention of the universe, is revelatory of God's
dazzling external qualities, and hence creation gives us the
impresison of the lordship of God and not of the
immeasurable wealth of His inner qualities even after our
overthrow of the Jiva Maya. Hence, to make His beatific
sports manifest to His dearest devotees, Srce Krishna comes
down with His eternal associates to this world as Man the
Eternal. With the descent of this Angel of Love irom the
blue sky to the lap of the Earth, everything begins to
pulsate with a new life. Everywhere sweetness is added
unto sweetness.
When we hear of Sree Krishna, overpowering even
animals and trees, there is no reason why we should
wonder at it; for a group of psychologists like Picrre,
Huber, Romenes, Sir John Lubbock have shown how
animals can express the uprush of emotion in their hearts,
although there is absent in them the 'original structure
of the nature of intellectual ideation, which is the
characteristic of language proper'. The plants and trees,
likewise, experienced intense joy and showered their
products of flowers and lowering their dewy tremulous
boughs, touched the feet of Krishna, as lie passed stealthily
along. Such a dancing God could not tail to touch the
heart of even Nietzsche. Zarathustra speaks:
"I should only believe in a God
That would know how to dance."
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